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We consider stimates of solutions f the Dirichlet problem for IZ- 
dimensional quasilinear elliptic equations a dtheir applications to solutions 
of the Dirichlet problem for general e liptic equations. Our method is based 
on uniform norm estimates of convex functions by means of their R- 
curvatures (see [1,4]). We consider, in particular, convex (and concave) 
functions constructed in terms of the convex hulls of solutions (the case of 
quasilinear equations) or of the difference of two solutions f the Dirichlet 
problem. The R-curvatures of these convex or concave functions arein turn 
determined by means of the properties of lliptic equations. 
In previous related works, Bakelman [2]-[6] has applied this method to 
obtain various e timates of solutions a dtheir first derivatives and to derive 
existence anduniqueness theorems for the Dirichlet problem for non- 
uniformly e liptic linear nd quasilinear equations. In [7, 81 Alexandrov has
applied the same method (together with atechnique of projection intolower- 
dimensional spaces) toget estimates anduniqueness theorems for linear 
elliptic equations. 
1. ESTIMATES OF CONVEX FUNCTIONS IN THE TERMS 
OF THEIR R-CURVATURE 
1.1. R-Curvature of Convex Functions 
Let xI,xz,...,x,,x,+l be Cartesian coordinates in (n + l)-dimensional 
Euclidean space E”’ ‘. We let E” denote the hyperplane x,+, = 0 in En+‘, 
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and let G be an open convex bounded domain in E”. It is clear that 3G is 
homeomorphic to the sphere S”-‘. 
We introduce the following otation and concepts: x,+, = 2; 
x = (XI, x2 ,...: < YJ is a point of E”, (zc, z)= (*or) x~~...~ x,, z) is a point of 
E ‘+l; z(x) is a function z: G--t R with graph S,; W+(G) is the set of all 
convex functions i  G; W-(G) is the set of all concave functions. i  6,
W(G) = W+(G)u W-(W). 
If z(x) E W’(G), then Sz is called a conve.lc hypersurfuce, and if 
z(x) E W-(G), then Sz is called a concave hypersurfuce. 
We fix the arbitrary function Z(X) E W(G); let a be an arbitrary 
supporting hyperplane to SL with equation 
where (xy ,..., x”; z”) ES, n a and (X, Z) is an arbitrary point of a. 
We consider then-dimensional Euc idean space p = (p = (pl ,p2,...,pn)\. 
The point (p’i’,..., p”,) is called the normal image of the supporting hq’perplane 
a and is denoted byx(a), thus 
xZ(a> = (PY,..., p” >. 
We construct theset 
xz(xo> = U Aa) 
a 
for each point x0 E G, where ais an arbitrary supporting hyperplane to Sz at 
the point (x0, 2(x0)) E Sz. The set x,(x0) iscalled the normal image of the 
point x0 (relative o the function z(x)). Clearly itis a closed convex subset of
I?“. The set 
x,(e) = U xz(xo) 
JOEe 
is called the normal image of the subset  c G (relative o the function z(x)). 
We may consider xz as a mapping which transforms each subset  c G 
into some subset x,(e) c zn. We call this mapping the normal mapping of the 
function z(x) 
The Main Properties of the Normal Mapping 
(a) For each closed subset  of the domain G the set x,(e) is a closed 
subset ofR”; for each Bore1 subset  c G the set x,(e) is Bore1 subset ofR1”. 
(b) Let z,(x) and z2(x) be convex functions, let 
Zl lac = z2 lac: 
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and let z,(x) < z*(x) for each xE G. Then 
x,,(G) c x,,(G). (1.1) 
The analogous assertion also holds for concave functions. 
(c) If z(x) E W(G) n C*(G), then the normal mapping can be 
considered as a mapping of points, namely, the tangential mapping 
x,(x) = (-g,..., E)  
Let R(p) > 0 be a locally summable function p. We consider the 
function of sets 
w(R, 2, e) = 
I R(P) dp, 
e c G, (1.2) 
xr(e) 
for each z(x) E W(G). The function w(R, z, e) is non-negative and
completely additive on the ring of Bore1 subsets ofthe convex domain G, for 
each function z(x) E W(G). This function is called the R-curvature of the 
coizvex function z E W(G). We put 
A(R)= . R(p)dp. 
1 in 
(1.3) 
It is clear that A(R) > 0; note that he case A(R) = +co is not excluded. 
Since 
x,(G) = p 
for each z(x) E W(G), we have 
CO(R, z, G) = - 
I 
R(P) dr, <W9 
x;(G) 
Moreover ifz(x) E W(G) 1’7 C”(G), then 
00, z, e) = . Jdet ]]zjj]] / R(Dz) du. 
I e 
(l-5) 
Formula (1.5) isalso correct if z(x) E W(G)n W’!‘(G). 
The concepts ofnormal mapping and of R-curvature were introduced by 
Bakelman i [ 11. Proofs ofthe above assertions ca  be found in [l-3]. 
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1.2. Geometric Lemmas and Estimates 
Let G be a bounded open convex domain in E” and let U(X) E C(G) be an 
arbitrary convex function satisfying the condition 
u laG = h = const. 31.6) 
We consider the convex cone K with vertex (q,, z((xO)) and base 
L = ((2, h); KE aG}, where x0 is an inner point of 6. 
LEMMA 1. Let R(p) > 0 be an arbitrary locally summable function in 
R”” = (p= (pI,p2 ,..., p,)j. Then 
G, u, G) 2 WC K, G) 2 . J R(P) dp, IPI <Oh 
(1.7) 
ph = ’ h - u(xo)’ 
a’(G) 
and d(G) is the diameter ofG. 
Proof. Since 
X,(G) 2 xAG), 
then 
We consider the n-ball Q cEn with the center inthe point x0 and the radius 
d(G). We denote byQh the n-ball {(x, h), xE Qj. Let K, be the convex cone 
of revolution with the vertex inthe point (x0, u(xo)> and with the base aQh. 
It is clear that 
Therefore 
Q@, Kc,, Q> f 4% K, G). 
The set xK,(Q) is the n-ball inR” with the center (0, O,..., 0) and the radius 
p 
h 
= Ih - u@ol 
d(G) . 
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Thus 
WV, u, G) > u(R, K G) 2 _ J R(P) dp. IPI <Ph 
Lemma 1 is proved. 
Let R(p) > 0 be a locally summable function i R”” and consider the 
function 
&(P>= 1 R(P) dp 
” IPI <P (l-9) 
for p E [0, +co). It is evident that gR@) is strictly increasing, continuous 
and 
g,(O) = 03 g,(a) =A@). (1.10) 
We denote by TR : [0, A(R)) + [0, +co) the inverse ofthe function gR@). 
LEMMA 2. Let u(x) be a convex function i G satisfying theconditions: 
(a) u IBG = h = const, 
(b) u(R, u, G) <A@). 
Then 
h > u(x) > h - TR(wu) .d(G), (1.11) 
where o, = w(R, u, G). 
ProoJ: Let K, be the cone of revolution ntroduced in Lemma 1. Then 
&@h) =J R(P) dp = 4R, K,, S), 
IPI <P,, 
where ph = (h - u(x,)(/d(G). We can take x0 E G so that he equality 
s’fp Ih - @)I = I h - 44 
holds. Therefore 
ph = T,(w(R, k’,, S>> < T.dNR, u, 9) = TR(qJ 
because TR is an increasing function. Therefore 
I h - u(.dl< TdqJ . d(G). 
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From (1.17) itfollows that, for convex functions u(x), 
h > u(x) > h - TR(wu) - d(G) 
everywhere in G. 
Remark. If u(x) is a concave function in G then the inequalities 
h < u(x) < h + TR(uu) . d(Gj 
hold everywhere in G. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a bounded convex domain in E” and let 
V(w,) = J,z(x)} be the set of all convex and concave fltnctions belonging to 
W(G) and satisfying the conditions 
(1) --co OZ~Z(,,QV<+~, (1.12) 
(2) w(R, z, G) < q, <A(R). (1.13) 
Then the inequalities 
in - TR(wO) d(G) < Z(X) < M (1.14) 
hold in G if z(x) E W+(G), and the inequalities 
m < z(x) < M + TR(wO) d(G) 
hold in G ifz(x) E W-(G). 
This theorem follows from Lemmas 1 and 2 (see /2-4] j.
(1.15) 
2. ESTIMATES OF SOLUTIONS OF THE DIRICHLET PROBLEM FOR 
QUASILINEAR EQUATIONS 
2.1. The First Estimate 
We consider theDirichlet problem 
2 aik(X, u, DU) Uik = b(x, u, DU), (2.1) 
i,k=l 
u lm = h(x), (2.2) 
where a is a bounded open domain in En, 80 E C, and Du = {u I 5 K, ,...? u, }, 
ui =au/a+ uik= a22qaxiaxk (i, k = 1, 2,..., n).
.505!43/1-8 
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We assume that: 
(1) The functions u&x, u,p), b(x, u,p) are defined in 0 x R x R” and 
that in each point (x, U, p) E fi X R X p the form 
is positive definite. 
(2) In each point (x, u,p) Ed x R x a” the inequality 
holds if b(x, u, p) > 0, while the inequality 
I b”(x, u, P)I v)*(x) 
12” det IIaij(,Y, 6 P)II ’ R,(P) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
holds if b(x, u, P) < 0. 
In inequalities (2.3) and (2.4) the functions pi(x), v)*(x) are non-negative, 
vi(x), qz(x) EL(Q) and the functions R,(P), R,(p) are positive andlocally 
summable in I?“. 
(3) h(x) E c(m). 
THEOREM 2. Let u(x) E w’,“(Q) n C(d) be a solution fthe Dirichlet 
problem. We denote by co, and o2 the numbers 
w, = 
J 9 dx> dx, R 
~2 =i, e(x) dx. (2.5) 
If the inequalities 
~1 <A@,) and wz <A(&) (2.6) 
are fulJilled, thenthe fbllowing estimates are valid for u(x) in fi 
h - T&d W4 < u(x) ,< H + T&4 d(Q), (2.7) 
where the numbers A(R,), TRi(wi) (i = 1, 2) are defined inSections 1.1 and 
1.2, and where h= inf8q h(x), H = sup,, h(x). 
The proof of this theorem can be found in 12-41, but for its interest we 
outline the idea of the proof here. 
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Let G be the closed convex hull of d It is clear that d(G) = d(Q). Next 
consider the two sets: 
G,= {(x,z),xEG,z=H}, 
Gh= {(X,Z),XE G,z=h). 
Let S, be the graph of the function u(x) and let Su,h, S,,, be the parts of S, 
which respectively lie under the hyperplane z = h and over the hyperplane 
z=H. 
Now construct thewo hypersurfaces 
s, = a{Co[l$ US,,,])\G,> 
s, = a{Co[G& S,,,]j\G,. 
These hypersurfaces r  the graphs of certain functions fi(x) E W+(G) and 
f*(x) E IV-(G). Denote by f,(x) and f?(x) the convex and the concave 
functions spanning u(x) from below and from above. Then 
(1) S,lsG=kfiL=fC 
(2) f,(-~) < 4xX) Gdx) 
everywhere in 0. 
Without loss of generality we may suppose that 
i$f U(X) < h and ““8 u(x) >H, 
for otherwise th stimates 
are trivial. LetE > 0 by any number less than minjh - infau(x), 
supa u(x) -H). We denote by S; and S; the parts of S, and S2 which lie 
under and over the hyperplanes z = h- E and z = H + E. 
Let A4; and M; be the projections of the sets 
S;nS, and s;ns, 
on the hyperplane z = 0. It is clear that Mf and h4: are closed, with M; c 0. 
M; c J2 and dist(Mi ,30) >0, dist(@, X2) > 0. 
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denote by@ (i = 1, 2) the projections of g on the hyperplane E” and 
the set int G;. It is clear that G3 f?$ ZI G; . From the theory ofconvex 
hypersurfaces (see [3]) we have 
We 
by GF 
W(Ri,J;:, G) < lid? W(Ri,.&v Gf) (i = 1, 2), (2.10) 
where Ri( p) are given functions (see the conditions of Theorem 2). 
In [2-4, 61 it was proved that 
and 
W(Ri,J;:, Gf) <W(Ri,Lf;:, @)= W(Ri,J;., -kfF) 
W(Ri,J;:IM~)= . Ri(Du) Jdet JIUjkl(J dX 
I 
(i = 1, 2). (2.11) 
w 
Consider the case i= 1. The graph of U(X) will be convex at all points 
(x, u(x)) where .X EMt. Therefore thform 
is non-negative for each xE M;. 
We consider the quation 
Uik(X, U, DU) Uik = (X, U, DU) 
i,k= 1 
only on the set Mr. Then 
n 
b(~, U, Du) = 2 aik(x, U, Du) uik > n(det (1 Uik ][)““(det Iu~~(x, U  Du)]])““, 
i,k= 1 
since the forms Cf,k=, aik(X, u, DU) <irk and cy,k=l Uik(sy) <it are 
correspondingly positive andnon-negative. Therefore thinequality 
0 < det I) Ujkll < 
b"(x, u, Du) 
n” det 11 aik(x>ll 
holds for xE MT. 
From the conditions of Theorem 2we obtain 
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at any point x E Mt. Therefore f om (1.6) itfollows that 
because Mtc SJ. 
From (1.5) weobtain 
and by analogy 
Now we can apply Theorem 1to obtain estimates of the functionsf,(x), 
fi(x) and u(x). First, f rom (2.12), (2.13) and the conditions f the 
Theorem 2we have 
Then from Theorem 1it follows that 
and Theorem 2is proved. 
2.2. The Second Estimate 
We consider the Dirichlet problem 
aIk(x, u, Du) uik = b(x, u, Du), 
i,k= 1 
u Ian =h(x), 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
where Q is a bounded open domain in E”, Xl E C. 
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We assume that: 
(1) The functions ai&, u,p), b(x, u,p) are defined in d X R X R”” and 
the form 
is positive definite. 
(2) The function 
b(x, % P) 
Vet IIAik(% % P)l/ 1 l/n 
increases with u for fixed (x,p). 
(3) The inequalities 
-4&)-G(x)lPlG 
m, M, P) 
Vet fiAik(X9 MY P)II) 
I,,, < d;(x) + C&(x) I PI (2.16) 
hold for each number it4, where CL(x), C,;(x), d;(x), d,;(x) are non-negative 
functions in 0 which belong to L,(Q). 
The following theorem then holds. 
THEOREM 3. Let u(x) E W’,~‘(I?) n C(a) be a solution of the Dirichlet 
problem (2.14), (2.15). Then the inequalities 
(2.17) 
hold everywhere in l2, where 
and pn is the volume of the unit n-ball. 
ProoJ Let f,(x) be the convex function spanning u(x) from below (see 
the proof of Theorem 2). We consider the functions U(X) andf,(x) only on 
the set MT. For this case we have the inequality 
0 < @et I(Uik(/)“n < b(x, u, Du) 
n[det IIAi(x, u, Du)ll]” 
(2.18) 
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everywhere on MT for each sufficiently small E> 0 (see the proof of 
Theorem 2). 
It is clear that 
u(x) < h(x) - & < h(x) 
everywhere on M;. From the conditions f Theorem 3we obtain the ine- 
quality 
0 < @et lI~lI)l’~ <i [C,‘(x) IDul +dhf(x)l (2.19) 
at each point xEM;, where lDul= (uf + .-. + nf,)“’ and ui= &A/&, 
(i = 1, 2,..., n).
Now from (2.19) itfollows that 
O< (det I/z~~~ll)r’~ <$ [[C,t(x)]” + P[d,‘(x)]“]“’ 
x [puI”l(“-l) +6(1!(“-1))((“-1)!“)] 
for each xE Mf , where 6> 0 is arbitrary. 
Letp=(p ,,...,p,,) be an arbitrary vector inR”“. We consider the function 
R(p)= [IpI” +6-y 
in l?“. Then 
5”+S-” 
= ,,f:L) (p-1, + ~-n/(n-lyr > 2--” 
because the function 
satisfies th  conditions: 
(a) A(0) = A(oo) = 1, 
(bj /l(C) < 1for 5E (0, +co), 
(c) the equation A’(c) = 0 has only one root &, = I/s and 
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Therefore w obtain the inequality 
everywhere onM; for each sufficiently small E> 0. 
From the last inequality  follows that 
Also 
f, jBF = h = n&f h(x) 
(see the proof of Theorem 2). Only the case when fr(x,) = 
infof,(x) < inf,,f,(.x) = h, x,, E 0, is non-trivial. It is evident then that 
f,(xo) = 4x0) 
and 
h - u(xo) > 0. 
From Lemma 1 we obtain 
@J, 5 G) > 1 R(P) dpv 
IPlSPh 
where p,, = (h -f,(x,))/d(G) = (h- u(xJ)/d(Q). Therefore 
(2.21) 
I 
(h-U(XO))ldW) 
= on-1 
0 
pP:+l$fn =pu,ln (I + [ “dz)lnS”), 
where ,u, is the volume of the unit rt-ball and o,-r is the area of the unit 
(n - I)-sphere. 
From the inequalities (2.20) and (2.21) it follows.that 
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There are now two possibilities: 
(b) h-&J > 2 d(Q) d4Y II dh’(x)ll~,; 
Since 
exp [(~)‘+Y(xEn], 1, 
n 
we obtain the inequality 
Therefore 
< 2.4(x0) = in,f u(x) 
everywhere in 0. Thus the lower estimate foru(x) is proved in case (a>. 
Now consider case (b). We have the inequaltiy 
in this case, where h - u(xO) > 0, 1, = 2/n/l:” and I, = l/dh+(x)lIL,. Then 
inequality (2.22) takes the form 
In (I+ [hd$;U’]nS’)--ii”B”IE~~,llC~(x)il~~; (2.23)
where 6> 0 is arbitrary. Therefore th number I, must be strictly positive 
and we can put 
[h ,-d ]-“lii”. 
From (2.24) weobtain 
(2.24) 
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Therefore inequality (2.23) takes the form 
From (2.25) it follows that 
0 < h -24(x0) < l,el’nI, d(Q) exp (+A: 11 C~(X)I~;~), 
and finally 
L, 
X exp 
everywhere infin. The inequality 
1/a 
II 4A411L, exp 
is proved similarly. This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
3. STABILITY OFSOLUTIONS OF THE DIRICHLET PROBLEM 
FOR GENERAL ELLIPTIC EQUATIONS 
3.1. Basic Assumptions 
We consider the operator 
Q(Z) E F(Zik 3 Zi 3 Z, X) (3.1) 
on the set C’(.f2)n C(a), where J2 is an n-dimensional bounded open 
domain in E”. We assume that F E Cl(R”(“+ ‘)‘* X R” X R x a). The 
operator Q(z) is called dliptic on the function zo(x) E C’(Q) n C(a) if the 
form 
L(Q,zo)= f' -f?- 
i,% 1 aZik 20(x) rirk 
(3.2) 
is definite in a. In this case, by continuity, (3.2) must be positive or negative 
at all points of a. If it is positive (or negative) in fi, then the operator Q(z) 
is called positive elliptic (or negative elliptic) on the function zo(x). 
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We denote byM+ (r;) and M-(F) the respective subsets ofC2(G!) n C(a) 
on which the operator 
Q(Z) =F(Zfk, Zi72, X) 
is positive or negative elliptic. 
We introduce thoperator 
V(z) =f(zj 3 zT x, (3.3) 
on the set C’(Q)n C(a), where f~ C1(Rn XR x a) and f> 0 on 
R” x R x 0, and consider the quation 
F(Zik, zi, z, x) = s(x)f(z,,  x). 
For functions zO(x), zl(x) belonging to C’(Q) n C(a) we define 
s 
0 
tx> = Qtzotx)) s txl = QCzdx)) 
qzo(x>>’ l ’ %W’ 
(3.5) 
and introduce thoperator 
where 
P(zo, ~13 4 = QMx)) - six) %,tx)h (3.6) 
If(X) = (1 - t) q)(x) + CZl(,u), s,(x) = (I - t) so(x) + fSi(X) (3.7) 
and 0 < t < 1. The operator P(z,, zl, t) can be written in the following form: 
- [(I - t) so(x) + rs,(x>]f (2. z,, xi~
\ -1 I 
We introduce thfunctions 
(3.8) 
c’ 8F 
AJx)= I ~ 
I, f3Zik dt, Z&X! 
” I dt 
Z,(X) - St(x)zy /t(x) 7 
(3.9a) 
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(3.9c) 
(3.9d) 
where i, k= 1, 2 ,..., n  We assume that he following conditions are fulfilled: 
(A) There xists a positive non-increasing ,(r), rE [0, +co) and a 
constant (r, 
O<acn, (3.10) 
such that 
det llA&)Il >4r)[lQ(zdla + lQ(zJ"l (3.11) 
for each x E Q, where Z,(X), zr(x) E M+(F)n V(r) and zl(x) = 
(1 - t) zO(x) + tz,(x) E M+ (I;), 0 < t ,< 1. Here and below V(r) is the ball 
II 4-d cL(D) < rin C’(G). 
If Z,(X) E M-(F) f or each tE [0, 11, then (3.11) can be written 
ldet ll~ik(xI I> ~F(~>[lQ(zoI” + lQ(~J”l. (3. I la) 
Below e shall write aF(r). 
(B) The inequality 
(3.12) 
holds for zO(x), zl(x) E fvf*(q n V(r) and z,(x) = (1 - t) Z,,(X) + 
tz,(x) EM*(F), tE [O, 11, where /3,&) is a non-negative non-decreasing 
function in (0, +co) with p,&) < co for any p E [0, +co). We use the 
notation 
If g(x) E 0’ for all admissible pairs of functions z,,(x), zl(x) belonging to 
Mf (F) or to M-(F), then pF&) = 0. Below e shall write /?@) instead of
PFJP). 
(C ,) The inequalities 
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and 
VCziCx>7 ztx)3 xJ > 0 
2Z 
, (3.14) 
hold for any z(x) E M’(F), x E n. 
(C 2) The inequalities 
aF(Zik(X), zi(‘“>7 z(x>> x, > 0 
C3Z 
/ 
and 
3f(Zi(X)y Z(X). X) 
f3Z 
<O 
hold for any z(x) E M-(F), x E G. 
(D) The inequality 
(3.13a) 
(3.14a) 
holds for z,,(x), zi(x) E M*(F) f7 V(r) and zt(x) E M+(F) if tE [O, I], where 
y,&) is a non-negative non-decreasing fu ction i [0, +co) and y,,ip) < ~a. 
If C(x) = 0 for all admissible pairs of functions Z&Y), zi(x) E M*(F), then 
/I,&) = 0. Below we shall write y@) instead ofy,,#). 
3.2. The Stability Ekeorem 
We consider two functions z,,(x), z,(x) E M+(F) which are solutions of 
and satisfy the boundary conditions 
z. Ian = h,(x) E CV-3, zI l21t = h,(x) E CW), 
and put 
H = s;“np [h,(x) - h,(x)], 
h = sf [h,(x) -h,(x)], 
(3.17j 
(3.18; 
(3.19: 
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H- = min{H, 0}, 
h+ = max{h, 0). 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
It is clear that H- < 0, h+ > 0. If h,(x) = h2(x) everywhere in X!, then 
H=h=H-=h+=O. 
We assume also that 
so(x) > 0, Sl(X) > 0, ! - Sgn-yK)dx < co, 
j s;-yX)dx < oc). (3.22) 
R R 
Therefore 
j* d-"(x) dx < co, 
where s+(x) and s-(x) are the positive andnegative parts of the function 
s,(x) - %l(X)~ 
THEOREM 4 (Main theorem ofstability). Let zO(x), z (x) E M+(F) n 
V(r) and zl(x) = (1 - t) z,Jx) + tzl(x) EM+(F), 0 < t < 1. 
If z,,(x) and z,(x) satisfj Eqs. (3.16) and the boundary conditions (3.17) 
and the conditions A, B, C,, D and (3.22) are fulfilled, thenthe inequalities 
< z,(-x)  ZCLX) (3.24) 
l/n 
hold in 52, where 
(3.25) 
,uu, isthe volume of the unit n-ball, and 
d(r) = supf(x, u,p), S(r) = inff(x, u,p). (3.26) 
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Froo~I We consider the function w(x) = zl(.xj -z?(x). Then w(x) is a 
solution of the Dirichlet problem 
‘+ 
i,Zl 
A JX) Wik + -+ B,(x) 1vi + C(x) w+ @xl = 0, 
iY1 (3.27) 
I.9 tan = h *w - ho(x), 
where the functions A&), B,@), C(, ), Y and D(x) are constructed by means 
of formulas (3.9a)-(3.9d), as follows directly from the identity 
- I f [s,(x) - so(x)1 f Izt(x) dt- 
(3.28) 
By hypothesis, 
is positive definite andC(x) < 0 in I2. 
Zf o”+ (x) and B-(x) are correspondingly the positive andnegative parts of
the function -D(x), then by hypothesis we obtain 
_ d:(x)dx 
! n det IIA ik(XII 
< -$$$$ 
I 
R s”;“(x) dx. (3.29) 
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The function w(x) satisfies th  inequalities 
w(X)<h+ -E, &W(X) > 0 
on the closed set M; (see Section 2.1), for every suffkiently small positive 
number E. Therefore f om identity (3.27) weobtain 
0 s i: Aik(X) Wik = - i Bi(X) wi - C(x) w-D(x) 
i,k= 1 i-l 
s ~ Bi(X) Wi + I C(X)1 h +o”+ (-~). 
,z 
in M; because 
-C(,Y) w(x) < 1 C(x)/ (h + - E) Q I C(x)1 h +
in M; and --D(x) < D+(x) in 8. Moreover the inequality 
n(det I( vik(/)““(det IIAik(~)ll)l’” < i Aik(x) Wik 
i,k= 1 
holds in MI (see Section 2.1). Therefore f om (3.20) weobtain 
(det 1) n’ik\l)l’” < 
- Cy= 1 Bi(x) Wi + [I c(x)l ’ + + D+(dy)] 
n(det /IA ik(x>ll) “’ 
in Mt. Finally, theinequality 
I m
’ @et IIAik(X)II)“” ’ 
lC(x)l ah++D+(x) 
(det II~i~(X)II>“” 
(3.30) 
(3.3 1) 
(3.32) 
holds for xE d and all p, the right-hand side being in L,(fi). 
Next 
w(x) > H- + E, &w(x) < 0 
in MS. Therefore thinequality 
0 < n /det \Irvik(x)IJI1’n(det \jAik(x)j\)“” < - 2 Aik(x) w&X) (3.33) 
i,k=l 
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holds in M; and we get 
I det II ~vi/c(x)ll I ‘!’ G 
Cf=l Bi(x) wi - [I C(X)1 * HP- ~-~xjl 
n(det ll~&N>“” 
c3 4j 
in MS. Finally, the inequality 
-Cy=lBi(X)pi f {lC(x)( H- -B-(X)} 
@et l!&M~“” 
I m
’ - (det IIAik(~)ll)l’n “’ - 
) C(,lcjl . /H- i t D”-fx) 
@et ~~JWNP~ 
(3.35) 
holds for xE d and all p, the right-hand side again being in L,(Q). 
Using (3.32), (3.35), (3.29) and conditions A, R, C,, D, we see that 
Theorem 4 follows from Theorem 3. 
If 
II h,G) - hJ(xK(ae) < E and JL is,(x) - so(x)I dx < E, 
then from Theorem 4 follows: 
If E = 0, then zi(x) = zz(x) in a. 
4. PARTICULAR CASES, EXAMPLES, AND APPLICATIONS 
4.1. Stability Estimates When F Depends Only on zij and x 
In this case we can suppose that he function a(r) is a positive constant, 
say a,. Therefore inequality (3.11) can be written 
det IIAi/c@)lI 2 4 Qh)l” + I Q(zJ”I~ 
where to(x), zi(x) E M+(F) and z,(x) E M’(F). 
The functions Bi(x) (i = 1, 2,..., n) and C(x) can be written 
(4”lj 
Bi(X) = -I,’ So g / dt 
C(x).= - f st(x) f ’ 1 
=fw 
dt, 
a Z,(X) 
(i = 1, 2,..., n) (4.2) 
(4.3) 
505/43/l-9 
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where st(x) = (1 - t) so(x) + tsr(x), 0 < t < 1. The function f(x, z,p) E
Cl@ x R X p) and aflaz > 0 on d X R X R". Therefore from (4.2) and 
Put 
and 
(4.3) we obtain the inequalities 
C(x) < 0, 
where the supremum is over xE fi, 1u 1 < r, 1 p I= (~~=, p,‘) l/2 Q Y. 
We can write (4.6) and (4.7) in the form 
I&G ,< hdr>M-~) + s,(x)), 
I WI < fYW%(X) + SI(X)) 
provided that 
II zo(4llcw, G r and II 4%m) G r- 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
(4.9 > 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
Let z&), z,(x) belong to M+(F) and let inequalities (4.11) hold. Then 
from (4.1), (4.9), and (4.10) we obtain the estimates 
- Iml” J @W R det ,p~~)l, dx < 2n-m pn(r) a, I R &J(X) + SI@))“- dx, (4*12) 
1 
I wr VW 
D det II A&>ll dx G 2n-e 8w(r> a, c R @o(x) + So)“- dx. (4.13) 
Thus in Theorem 4 we can take 
(4.14) 
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and 
in conditions B and D (see Section 3.2), where p(r) and 8((r) are defined by
(4.7), (4.8), and (3.28), respectively. 
4.2. Stability Estimates When F Depends Only on Zij and x and f Depends 
Only on x 
In this case we can suppose that f = 1. Therefore 
a(r) = a, = const > 0, 
P(r) = 0, y(r) = 0, 6(r) = S(r) = I 
and Theorem 4takes the form: 
THEOREM 4’. Let all conditions of Section 4.2 and of Theorem 4 be 
fu@Xed. Then the inequalities 
ST-O(x)dx ‘“d(Q) 
I 
I 
l/n 
<z,(x) -z&) < fJ + 4n d(Q) (4.16) 
hold in 52, the notation being the same as in Section 3. 
We note that he constants in (4.16) depend only on the number uo, the 
number n, and the diameter of J2. 
4.3. Example 1. The Monge-Ampere Equations 
We consider theMonge-Ampere operator 
H(z) = det ]I zik /I 
on the set C’(Q) n C(a). 
(i, k= 1, 2,..., n) 
A convex function z(x) E C*(Q) n C(D) is called strictly convex if all the 
principal normal curvatures of the graph of Z(X) are strictly positive 
everywhere in 8. It is easy to prove that .M’ (H) is the set of all strictly 
convex functions in C’(Q) n C(D) and &P(H) is a convex set in 
C*(J~) n c(Q). 
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LEMMA 3. Let u(x), u(x) E M’(H). Then on l2 we have 
det IIAdX)II 2 $ [[det IlUik(x)lll”-’ + [detII~ik(X)IIln-lI~ (4.17) 
Proof Consider the functions z,(x) = (1 - t) V(X) + tu(x), 0< t < 1. 
Then zr(x) E M+(H) for all tE (0, 11. 
We have 
det II’idXII = det I, aZik II ‘= lLdXII 
.l 1 
J 
Z,,(x, t) dt,..., Z,,(x, t) df 
0 s 0 
= 
1 
s 0 
1 
Z,,(x, t> dt,..., 
s 0 
Z,,(x, t) dt 
where Zik(x, t)is the cofactor of the element aZf/ax, 8xk of the matrix 
(a2z,/axi &. 
We can bring two positive quadratic forms 
simultaneously into diagonal form at any given point x E s2. Therefore 
0 
det IIAik(x)ll = det J”l n [zt,iil dx 
0 iz2 
0 ‘** 1’g bt,iil dx 
at any given point x E Q, which we fix. No& 
1 
I lx tuii + (1 - t) vii] dt> 0 ifk J' t"-' ()J uii) d' 
+j:(l-f)npl (nuii)df=~[,Uii+nuii] 
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for each k = 1, 2,..., n, because t> 0, 1 - t > 0, and uii >0, vii >0 
(i = 1, 2)...) n).
From these estimates w  obtain 
= f Wet II ~~.dxW-~ + (det IIqk(xW1l, 
and Lemma 3 is proved. 
We can now obtain various stability estimates forsolutions f the 
Dirichlet problem for the Monge-Ampere equation 
det (1 zij(l = s(x)f(x, z, Dz) (4.18) 
by taking a(r) = a, = l/n”, a = A - 1, and defining P(r) and y(r) by means 
of (4.14) and (4.15) inthe stability es imates (3.24) (see Section 4.1). 
It is also possible to obtain a priori estimates forthe gradient of solutions 
of the Dirichiet problem for Eq. (4.20) interms of the functions s(x) and 
f (x, z, p) and boundary values ofsolutions. 
4.4. Example 2. Elliptic Equations with Principal Minors of the 
Mange-Ampere Operator 
Let k be a natural number between 1 and n, and let Hi,,il,.,..ik(~) be the 
principal minor 
of order k of the Monge-Ampere operator H(z), where 1 < i, < iz . an < 
i, < n. Also put 
f&(z) = c H. ilrz...ik(‘). (4.19) 
I<i,<iz<...<ik<n 
It is clear that H,(z) is the Laplace operator and NJz) is the 
Monge-Ampere operator H(z). 
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It is easy to prove that 
A4+ (Hk) 3 Mf (H) 
for each k= 1, 2,..., n  Therefore thsets M+(H,) are not empty. Clearly 
det II~i/AX>lI 
>; [ c Hflyz!. . ik (U(X)) + 2 q;:. .&J(x)) I<i,<i*<...<ik<n l<il<iz<...<ik=n I 
(4.20) 
for arbitrary functions u(x), u(x) EW(H), where 
(i,j = 1, 2)..., n) 
and 
z,(x) = (1 - t) u(x) + b(x) O<!<l. 
Stability estimates fortrictly convex solutions f the Dirichlet problem 
H&j = ~(xlf(x,z, Dz) 
now follow from Theorem 4, if we put a(r) Ea, = l/k”, a = n - k and define 
/I(r) and y(r) by means of (4.14) and (4.15). 
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